Zero Ischemia Partial Nephrectomy of Renal Tumor
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Abstract

Objective: Warm ischemic injury is one of the most important factors affecting renal function in Partial Nephrectomy (PN). The purpose of this study was to describe our initial case experience with preoperative tumor embolization of a renal tumor before performing partial nephrectomy.

Methodology: A 55 year old female patient with a solid hypervascular renal tumor with a RENAL nephrometry score of 7/15, was treated with a combination of preoperative tumor embolization and partial nephrectomy including a renal parenchymal clamping. Ethanol (100%) was used to preoperatively embolizes all major vessels supplying the tumor. The partial nephrectomy procedure was performed without clamping the renal vessels. This is the first case published up to date indicating this special technique that combines both preoperative embolization and intraoperative renal parenchymal clamping.

Results: Renal artery embolization and nephrectomy was successfully performed in our patient. There was no perioperative Morbidity or mortality. Hospital length of stay was 4 days. There was no evidence of tumor recurrence in the first 3 months. Preoperative radiological tumor size was 6 cm compared to 5 cm postoperatively in the gross histopathological report of the resected mass. Estimated blood loss was minimal (<10ml). Operative time was 120 minutes (including retrograde stent insertion). Histopathology demonstrated a pT1 renal cell carcinoma, with a negative tumor margin. Neither residual tumor nor recurrent tumor was identified by imaging studies in our case after a follow-up period of 8 months.

Conclusion: Our initial case experience suggests that combining both preoperative super selective tumor supplying artery embolization and applying a renal parenchymal clamp might reduce blood loss during partial nephrectomy, furthermore, might neither necessitate renal hilum manipulation nor vascular clamping. This is the first published case up to date that indicates and explains this technique. A larger sample with a longer follow-up will be necessary to confirm efficacy.
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Introduction
Warm ischemic injury is one of the most important factors affecting renal function in Partial Nephrectomy (PN). Renal hilar control is crucial to decrease intraoperative hemorrhage and to repair the renal collecting system. However, renal hilar control causes warm ischemia, with its attendant potential for ischemic renal injury [1] (Figure 1 & 2). The conventional method of renal hilar control is to clamp the renal artery alone or both the renal artery and vein. Therefore, renal vascular segmentation suggests that clamping branches of the renal artery can provide a bloodless operative field and a minimized risk of ischemic injury to most of the kidney. Trans Arterial embolization (TAE) of renal tumors was first described in 1973 as a preoperative aid to the resection of localized renal tumors and a means to palliate the symptoms of metastatic disease [2]. Kalman and Varenhorst reviewed published series and demonstrated that preoperative embolization could be used to reduce the size and vascularity of renal tumors, thus providing a mechanical advantage for any subsequent nephrectomy [3]. Ching-Chia Li et al. [4], described their initial experience with the application of TAE before laparoscopic partial nephrectomy, which was performed without clamping of renal vessels [4]. Here, we describe our initial experience with preoperative selective arterial embolization in combination with intraoperative renal parenchymal clamping without clamping renal vessels.

Methodology

A 55 year old female patient with a solid hypervascular renal tumor that has a R.E.N.A.L. Nephrometry score of 7/15, was treated with a combination of preoperative tumor embolization and partial nephrectomy including a renal parenchymal clamping. Ethanol (100%) was used to preoperatively embolizes all major vessels supplying the tumor. The partial nephrectomy procedure was performed without clamping the renal vessels. This is the first case published up to date indicating this special technique that combines both preoperative embolization and intraoperative renal parenchymal clamping (Figure 3).

Results

Renal artery embolization and nephrectomy was successfully performed in our patient. There was no perioperative morbidity nor mortality. Hospital length of stay was 4 days. Preoperative radiological tumor size was 6cm compared to 5cm in postoperative gross histopathological report of tumor size. Estimated blood loss was minimal (>10ml). Operative time was 120 minutes (including retrograde stent insertion). Histopathology demonstrated a pT1 renal cell carcinoma, with a negative tumor margin. Neither residual tumor nor recurrent tumor was identified by imaging studies in our case after a follow-up period of 8 months (Figure 4 & 5).

Discussion

The advantages of renal vascular clamping during PN are better visibility of the cutting surface [5], less blood loss and shorter operative time. On the other hand, there are benefits to performing PN without vascular clamping. First, it can avoid warm ischemic time and its associated risk of acute tubular necrosis. Second, it is not necessary to isolate renal vessels in every case, especially in patients whose renal pedicle is too hard to explore because of previous inflammation. Third, the complication rate of renal vessel injury is reduced.

Renal artery embolization is traditionally performed by an interventional radiologist. In this percutaneous procedure, the patient undergoes selective catheterization of the renal artery via the groin, followed by catheter-directed placement of embolic materials, such as alcohol or coils, to induce renal tumor
infarction. A major concern with the staged approach is post-
infarction syndrome, characterized by flank pain lasting 24 to 48
hours, nausea, vomiting, ileus, fever and leukocytosis associated
with negative urine and blood cultures [6]. The syndrome is
calmed by acute infarction of a large parenchymal organ.
Selective segmental artery embolization of renal tumor before
partial nephrectomy has several advantages, like decreasing
operative time as it does not include renal hilar manipulation,
smaller incision, in addition to the reduction in perioperative
blood loss, risk of blood transfusion, hospitalization time and
pain score. Although preoperative embolization can reduce
blood loss, we must keep in mind the potential complications
of angiography and embolization. In our described case, blood
loss was almost nothing and skin incision was flank and small
compared to our regular partial nephrectomy incision that
include vascular clamping. Superselective TAE was done the day
before PN and post infarction syndrome was well managed in
hospital by pain killers. Our partial nephrectomy was simple
as it did not include hilar manipulation nor clamping of renal
toals, in addition we applied a renal parenchymal clamp just
proximal to the renal mass, that made our dissection in a real
blood-less field.

Maksimov et al. [7] used intraoperative superselective
balloon embolization of segmental branches of renal artery for
intraoperative hemostasis during PN for renal malignancy that
included renal vascular manipulation [7].

Giuseppe et al. [8] reported their 7 year experience
with zero ischemia laparoscopic PN after Superselective
Transarterial Tumor Embolization (STE) and concluded that STE
allowed them to perform a zero ischemia LPN and provided
excellent functional results, adequate oncological results with
low complications rate. STE significantly simplifies LPN [8].

D’Urso et al. [9] reported the feasibility, safety and
effectiveness of zero ischemia LPN following preoperative STE,
however, they mentioned that hilar clamping was necessary to
achieve a relatively blood-less field in 17.4 % of 23 cases [9].

Conclusion
Our initial case experience suggests that combining
both preoperative super-selective tumor supplying artery
embolization and applying a renal parenchymal clamp might
reduce blood loss during partial nephrectomy, furthermore,
might neither necessitate renal hilum manipulation nor vascular
clamping. This is the first published case up to date that
indicates and explains this technique. A larger sample with a
longer follow-up will be necessary to confirm efficacy.
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